NORTHWEST CONFERENCE
CRYPTIC MASONSON
October 16, 2020
8:00 A.M. M.D.T. to 1:00 p.m. M.D.T

8:00 A.M. Technical Time: Making sure Zoom Link is up and running. Time to be sure your device is ready to join in.

9:00 A.M. Meet and Greet Time: Just time to get to say Hi to NEW AND OLD Companions!

10:00 A.M. Official Opening

. Prayer for the Craft
. Pledge of Allegiance to Flag

10:10 A.M. Introductions: Representing

. Companions outside of Northwest Region

10:30 A.M. CMMRF Presentation

11:10 A.M. Short Break

11:20 A.M. Let's all Learn to ZOOM!

. Input by Mike Smitsone of Washington State
. Input by Stephen Balke General Grand Recorder

11:45 A.M. General Topic of Discussion:

. M.I.G.M’s do you have a plan after CoVid 19?

12:15 P.M. Stephen Balke Presentation:

. Utilizing General Grand Council Programs

1:00 A.M. Introduction and Comments of: MONTY GLOVER

. Most Puissant General Grand Master of Cryptic Masons International

?? Closing Prayer

ALL TIMES SUBJECT TO CHANGE